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In the daily course of my work as a marketing consultant I spend a lot of time talking to successful business people. Without exception, these individuals have a wealth of knowledge and experience that they apply to their businesses and which makes them successful. We often laugh about how much easier things would have been if we could have applied what we know now to our early business ventures, but most of us have had to learn the hard way, which has often cost us a lot of money and heartache.

Over almost 20 years in business I have heard the same comments time and time again. In recent years I have realised that all businesses seem to experience the same basic problems and that most of these problems could have been avoided with the help of some simple, practical advice. Hence, I have written this book.
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Standardized Functional VerificationSpringer, 2007
Standardized Functional Verification describes the science of functional verification that applies to any digital hardware system. With a precise and comprehensive terminology this book describes a thorough technical framework for achieving superior results with greater efficiency. It also defines a scientific basis for achieving...
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Pro Machine Learning Algorithms: A Hands-On Approach to Implementing Algorithms in Python and RApress, 2018

	
		Bridge the gap between a high-level understanding of how an algorithm works and knowing the nuts and bolts to tune your models better. This book will give you the confidence and skills when developing all the major machine learning models. In Pro Machine Learning Algorithms, you will first develop the algorithm in Excel so...
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Organic Chemistry as a Second Language: Translating the Basic ConceptsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003

	Is organic chemistry really as tough as everyone says it is? The answer is yes and no. Yes, because YOLl will spend more time on organic chemistry than you would spend in a course on underwater basket Vv'eaving. And no, because those who say its so tough have studied inefficiently. Ask around, and you will find that most students think of...
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Microsoft Application Architecture Guide (Patterns & Practices)Microsoft Press, 2009

Get the definitive guide on designing applications on the Microsoft application platform—straight from the Microsoft patterns & practices team. Learn how to choose the most appropriate architecture and the best implementation technologies that the Microsoft application platform offers applications developers. Get critical design...
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Beyond Reason: Eight Great Problems That Reveal the Limits of ScienceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
A mind-bending excursion to the limits of science and mathematics      
      Are some scientific problems insoluble? In Beyond Reason, internationally acclaimed math and science author A. K. Dewdney answers this question by       examining eight insurmountable mathematical and scientific roadblocks that have stumped thinkers across the...
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Professional Oracle WebLogic Server (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2009

	Authoritative guide to Oracle WebLogic Server-from Oracle insiders


	If you're an experienced Java developer who wants to expand your skills, Professional Oracle WebLogic Server is the perfect guide for you. This book is written by a top-notch author team that that includes one of the lead architects...
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